
VERMONT CLIMBING FESTIVAL PHOTO CONTEST

The Vermont Photo Contest calls all climbers & friends to submit their best photos
from the VT Climbing Festival (2021)! The winning photograph will be published in
the next edition of Tough Schist with photographer credit. The winner will also
receive a copy of the guidebook signed by founding board member & author, Travis
Peckham, and a print of Lake Willoughby by local artist Amy Cheu!

The Rules:  
 
Photos must be taken at the Vermont Climbing Festival in 2021, between Friday, 9/24
and Sunday, 9/26 

The climber(s) name(s), route name, and the photographer's name. You are also
welcome to submit a brief summary to describe the picture if desired.
 
Entries should be submitted via Instagram by tagging @crag_vt AND
@vermontrock802 and using #vtfestphoto.

Entries can also be submitted via email to lauren@cragvt.org AND
travis@vermontrock.com with subject line "VTFESTPHOTO" if you do not have IG.
 
Folks can submit multiple shots.
 
Entries will be judged by a panel from the CRAG-VT board & Fest Volunteers, with
final say by guidebook author Travis Peckham
 
By entering the contest, entrants agree that photos submitted can be used by the
CRAG-VT and Vermont Rock (Tough Schist) for advertising purposes. 
 
Photos must be submitted by September 30, 2021 at 8PM 
 
The winner will be contacted via the email address provided during entry.
 
The contest is void where prohibited or restricted by law. 

mailto:travis@vermontrock.com


WHAT MAKES A GOOD CLIMBING PHOTO

1. High resolution pictures
There are lots of different factors that go into getting the perfect shot and it would

be a shame if everything lined up but your picture was too low of a resolution to be

considered.

2. Exciting shots
Everyone loves seeing those critical moments of climbing. The moments where

everyone is holding their breath in anticipation. The still shot in time where the

leader is going for that clip at the crux of the route. The terror and tranquility of

falling through space as your foot blows off of that hold when you’re 10ft above your

last piece. Travis is looking for the shots that really capture these types of moments.

Climbers on the sharp end are always appreciated.

3. Faces over butt
Anyone who climbs regularly knows how often butt shots occur on routes. If you

climb long enough you’re all but guaranteed to have one. While buttshots definitely

have their place it's a lot more compelling to be able to see the climbers face. Travis is

looking for photos that will capture not only those critical moments, but the

expressions of the climbers as they dance. Side angles and shots from above are

preferred.

4. Diversity
Climbers in Vermont are a diverse and tightly-knit crowd. It is amazing to see all of

the people who come together to share their passion. Travis wants to show all angles

of the wonderful community that we share. One of the ways of doing that is putting

the spotlight on some of the people who are historically underrepresented in

Vermont.


